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The first part of this dissertation introduces the techniques for scanning

force microscope(SFM) that we use to investigate our samples. A compact de-

sign for a low-temperature SFM is presented in the second part. A fiber-optic

interferometer is used as cantilever deflection sensor. The tip-sample coarse

approach and lateral tip positioning are performed by piezoelectric positioners

in situ. The microscope has been operated at temperatures between 6K and

300K and could be incorporated with an 8 Tesla superconducting magnet in

out-of-plane direction. Our homemade SFM is also capable of scanning in

multi-modes. The second and third part focuse on our results of two different

samples: a multiferroic polycrystalline (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 sample and a

colossal magnetoresistive(CMR) manganite La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 thin film grown

on NdGaO3(001) substrate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the invention of scanning force microscope (SFM) by Binnig et.

al. in 1984[1] for topography acquisition on both conducting and insulating

surfaces, this technique has been improved to reach true atomic resolution [2]

and developed to extend this revolutionary technique to measure long range

interactions, such as magnetic forces [3] and electrostatic forces (for example,

capacitance [4], potential [4] [5], and surface charge [6]). The capability of the

SFM to investigate the physical properties of materials or even manipulate

atoms on a microscopic level makes it an indispensable tool, scientifically and

technologically. In this dissertation, the fundamentals of SFM techniques we

have implemented in our experiments will be introduced in Chapter 2.

In addition to improving the versatility of SFM, many efforts also have

been made to extend its operating conditions to ultra high vacuum, liquid,

high magnetic field or low temperature. It is particularly important to oper-

ate a SFM in an extensive range of temperature so that we can study many

systems with phase transition temperatures below room temperature, such as

high temperature superconductors, colossal magnetoresistive(CMR) mangan-

ites, multiferroics, etc., all in a direct, visualized fashion. In Chapter 3, the
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basic principles, design and construction for a home-built low temperature

(LT) SFM will be described in detail. Results obtained on test samples and

noise analysis are also presented here.

Following the description of the instrument, I will summarize our results

of SFM study on two samples. The first sample is a multiferroic polycrystalline

(EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 sample. By using surface potential imaging (also

called Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy), we are able to study the ferroelectric

domains in two spatially separate phases. The results will be discussed in

Chapter 5. The second sample is a colossal magnetoresistive(CMR) manganite

La0.6Ca0.40MnO3 thin film grown on a NdGaO3(001) substrate. The goal of

this study is first to observe the evolution of magnetic domains in the presence

of magnetic field by using magnetic force microscope(MFM) and second is to

find a possible method of exploiting phase separation by combining the surface

conductance map with the results of MFM study. The detail will be presented

in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Scanning Force Microscope Techniques

Historically, all techniques for SFM have evolved from the Atomic Force

Microscope (AFM). The concept for AFM is to measure the van Der Walls

force between one atom on the surface and the other on the force sensor. The

force sensor is comprised of a microfabricated cantilever with a sharp tip. The

cantilever acts as a spring that is deflected when the sharp tip interacts with

the surface. Any precision displacement sensor can be used to measure the

cantilever deflection. The tip measures the force in a raster scanned pattern

across the sample surface and then a topographic image can be generated.

The simplest operation for obtaining topography is Contact Mode. In

this mode, the tip is brought in contact with the surface and is subject to

a repulsive interaction. The cantilever deflects according to the surface fea-

tures, but the deflection is maintained constant by feedback control; that is,

the force and the distance between the surface and the tip remains constant.

Then, topography can be deduced from the adjustment of tip/surface distance

by feedback. The largest disadvantage for contact mode is the significant lat-

eral force due to the dragging motion. It can damage the materials such as

biological samples even when a cantilever with very low spring constant is

3



used. Compared to other topography imaging modes, the tip is also subject

to more wear due to the lateral force and the continuous contact.

The most common mode for topography acquisition is Tapping Mode

or Intermittent Contact Mode. The cantilever oscillates at its resonance fre-

quency and slightly taps the surface. The oscillating amplitude changes with

the surface features. The feedback loop adjusts the sample/tip distance to

maintain the oscillation amplitude constant. The topography image is then

created by recording this adjustment. The advantage of using tapping mode

over contact mode is that less force is applied to the sample, so that damage

of soft materials is less likely.

Another common scanning mode is Non-contact Mode. Like tapping

mode, the cantilever is also vibrating at its resonant frequency. However,

the distance between the tip and the sample is kept in the weaker attractive

force regime and therefore there is no contact with the surface. In this mode,

the variation in both cantilever resonant frequency and oscillation amplitude

due to the force gradient from the surface can be used as feedback signal

to reconstruct the topographic profile. To enhance the resolution, sub-nm

oscillation amplitude and a very stiff cantilevers (on the order of hundreds to

thousands N/m) have to be used. This method is widely used in ultrahigh

vacuum (UHV) AFM.

To measure long range interactions such as magnetic forces and elec-

trostatic forces, the interleave scanning mode With Lift Mode is implemented.

In this operation, a topographic profile is obtained in the first scan line and
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then in the second scan line, the tip retraces the topographic feature at a pre-

determined height where the long range force is dominant and the interaction

is measured. By using this technique, an image mapping the long range force

can be generated in conjunction with the topography.

In the following sections, two imaging modes for electrostatic force and

magnetic force will be introduced. First is Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

(KPFM) for acquiring the surface potential. Second is Magnetic Force Mi-

croscopy (MFM) to reveal the magnetic field gradient distribution over the

surface. In the last section, a modified contact mode for measuring the con-

ductance simultaneously is also discussed.

2.1 Principles of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM)[7] also known as Scanning

Surface Potential Microscopy (SSPM) is a SFM technique that enables the

acquisition of contact potential difference for metallic surfaces or information

of surface charges for insulating surfaces, with high spatial resolution. As

aforementioned, we implement KPFM in Lift Mode for our experiments. The

topographic scan is obtained in the first pass. While the tip retraces the

surface feature at a pre-defined height, an AC voltage Vac with frequency

equal to the cantilever resonance frequency ω0 added a DC voltage Vdc is

applied to the tip. The cantilever oscillates due to this voltage, driven by a

force determined by the tip-sample capacitance. The resulting force between

the tip with superimposed AC and DC voltage and the surface with potential

5



Vsample is given by:

Fcap =
1

2
(Vtotal)

2∂C

∂z
(2.1)

where

Vtotal = Vdc − Vsample + Vac sin ωt (2.2)

This can be rewritten into three components as follows:

Fcap = Fdc + Fω0 + F2ω0 (2.3)

where

Fdc =
∂C

∂z
[
(Vdc − Vsample)

2

2
+

1

4
V 2

ac] (2.4)

Fω0 =
∂C

∂z
(Vdc − Vsample)Vac sin ω0t (2.5)

F2ω0 = −∂C

∂z

V 2
ac

4
cos 2ω0t (2.6)

As Eq. (2.4) to Eq. (2.6) have shown, the electrostatic force exerted

on the tip consists of a static part and two dynamic parts at ω0 and 2ω0. By

using a lock-in amplifier, the deflection signal due to Fω0 can be extracted. A

feedback controller is used to nullify the cantilever oscillation at ω0 by adjusting

the DC voltage on the tip such that Vdc = Vsample as suggested in Eq. (2.5).

Vdc is then recorded to generate the surface potential map.
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2.2 Sensitivity of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

Assuming a tip radius R placed at lift height h from the surface, the

capacitive force for h À R at ω0 is given by [8]:

Fω0 = 2πε0(
R

h
)2(Vdc − Vsample)Vac sin ωt (2.7)

From Eq. (2.7) the resulting amplitude for a cantilever with spring constant

cL and quality factor Q can be expressed as

Aω0 = 2πε0
QR2

cLh2
(Vdc − Vsample)Vac (2.8)

The minimum detectable force for the cantilever is limited by the thermally

excited noise N [9], which is given by:

N =

√
4kBTQB

cLω0

(2.9)

, where kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature and B is the measurement

bandwidth. By comparing Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9), the minimum detectable

potential difference between the tip and the sample can be expressed as follows:

(Vdc − Vsample)min =

√
kBTBcL

ω0Q
(
Vac

πε0

)(
h

R
)2 (2.10)

2.3 Resolution of Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

In a realistic surface, the sample under investigation may have a poten-

tial distribution over a large area instead of an uniform potential. Thus, the

capacitive force on the cantilever can be modeled as the sum of the interaction

7
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the electrostatic interaction between tip and different
regions on the surface

between the tip and a set of regions with different surface potential as shown

in Fig. 2.1. In this case, Eq. (2.5) can be rewritten as:

Fω0 =
n∑

i=1

∂Ci(x, y)

∂z
[Vdc − Vsample,i(x, y)]Vac sin ω0t (2.11)

Therefore, the effective surface potential determined by KPFM as Fω0 = 0 can

be expressed as:

Vdc =

n∑
i=1

Vsample,i(x, y)
∂Ci(x, y)

∂z
n∑

i=1

∂Ci(x, y)

∂z

(2.12)

Eq. (2.12) shows that the spatial resolution of KPFM depends on the

distribution of surface potential and the potential measured by KPFM is in

fact the weighted average of regions with different potential around the tip

proximity. Therefore, the tip geometry and the feature size on the surface

can vary the measured surface potential by KPFM. It has been demonstrated

theoretically and experimentally that better performance can be achieved by

8



using a long and slender tip with an apex comparable with the size of the

surface feature [10]. Furthermore, a few groups report the use of the frequency

modulation technique to improve the spatial resolution and accuracy of KPFM

[11] [12] [13]. This approach shows a better agreement between calculation and

experiment and makes the quantitative interpretation more feasible [13].

2.4 Basics of Magnetic Force Microscopy

Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) was first demonstrated on a mag-

netic recording head by Martin and Wickramasinghe in 1987 [3]. In MFM, the

tip is coated with magnetic material so that it is sensitive to the stray field

from the surface, Bsample. Due to the extent of the tip geometry, the force

acting on the tip is the integral over all the dipole moments on the tip, mtip :

Fmag =

∫

tip

mtip(r) · ∇Bsample(r)dr (2.13)

The most straightforward method for MFM is to measure the static

cantilever deflection that results from the force in Eq. (2.13). Due to the ther-

mal noise limit in Eq. (2.9), the minimum detectable force is approximately

4.7 × 10−10N which is estimated by using a cantilever with cL = 0.1N/m,

Q = 100 and ω0 = 12kHz in a measurement bandwidth between DC to 1kHz.

A deflection sensor with a sensitivity better than the resulting cantilever de-

flection (4.7nm in the example above) is required. The disadvantage of direct

force measurement is that the frequency range of measurement is around DC

and is vulnerable to 1/f noise. Alternatively, a more sensitive technique can

9



be utilized for MFM and other non-contact SFM measurements by using the

dynamic properties of the force sensor to measure the force gradient rather

than the force itself.

Assuming the cantilever is only sensitive to the force in z direction, the

effective spring constant for a cantilever ceff in the presence of a force gradient

∂Fz

∂z
can be written as

ceff = cL − ∂Fz

∂z
(2.14)

where cL is the original spring constant of the cantilever. An attractive force

gradient softens the cantilever while a repulsive force gradient makes the can-

tilever stiffer. The new resonant frequency f due to this force gradient is given

by

f = f0

√
1− 1

cL

∂Fz

∂z
(2.15)

where f0 is the resonant frequency in the absence of force gradient. If the force

gradient is relatively small compared to cL, Eq. (2.15) can be approximated

by

∆f = − f0

2cL

∂Fz

∂z
(2.16)

The frequency shift in the cantilever resonance also produces a phase

shift ∆φ which is given by

∆φ = −Q

cL

∂Fz

∂z
(2.17)

where Q is the quality factor of the cantilever.

In our experiment, we apply frequency modulation (FM) detection [14]

to measure the force gradient. The basic concept for this detection is that a

10



feedback loop controls the oscillation frequency such that the phase lag be-

tween the deflection signal and driving frequency is kept at π/2, corresponding

to resonance. This adjustment in frequency is recorded as an image. If the

cantilever has high Q-factor, such as in vacuum, FM detection is superior to

conventional slope detection[9]. This is due to the system response time con-

stant τ = 2Q/ω0, which will restrict the bandwidth of the system for higher Q.

In contrast, the quality factor does not affect the bandwidth in FM detection.

Furthermore, high Q will enhance the sensitivity as we describe in Section 2.5.

Phase detection is also used for MFM. In phase detection, the driv-

ing frequency is fixed during scanning and the phase lag between the driving

frequency and cantilever deflection in Eq. (2.17) is recorded. The oscillation

amplitude of the cantilever changes according to the force gradient, since no

feedback is activated. Thus, only when the force gradient is relatively weak,

we consider using phase detection over frequency detection since no additional

feedback noise will be included in the MFM signal.

2.5 Sensitivity of Magnetic Force Microscopy

Albrecht et. al.[14] showed that the minimum detectable force gradient

for frequency modulation detection is given by:

∆F ′
min =

√
4kBTcLB

2πf0QA2
(2.18)

where F ′ = ∂Fz

∂z
, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, cL is the spring

constant of the cantilever, B is the measurement bandwidth, and A is the
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oscillation amplitude.

Operating and MFM in vacuum and cryogenic environment usually en-

hances the Q-factor and lowers the thermal noise, leading to higher MFM

sensitivity. A cantilever with low spring constant and high resonant fre-

quency should be used to improve the sensitivity. Different parameters for

cantilever have to be compromised to achieve optimal design[15]. Stowe et.

al.[16] demonstrated a microfabricated cantilever that is optimized to reach

even higher sensitivity for force measurements.

2.6 Resolution of Magnetic Force Microscopy

From Eq. (2.13), the spatial resolution of MFM depends on both the

geometry of magnetic tip and the field distribution from the sample. The

easiest method to increase the MFM resolution is to decrease the tip/sample

distance during scanning; that is, to use a small lift height [17]. However, the

average tip/sample distance should be larger than the oscillation amplitude of

the cantilever to prevent the tip from crashing.

The limit of MFM spatial resolution critically depends on the properties

of the force sensor used. Clearly, a much better spatial resolution can be

achieved by using a miniaturized sharp tip [18]. However, a smaller magnetic

tip has a trade-off because it produces a lower interaction between tip and

sample, which may be overtaken by the aforementioned thermal noise. Thus,

the biggest challenge is to improve both MFM spatial resolution and sensitivity.
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Many efforts have been made to prepare high resolution MFM tips.

One approach is to modify commercial tips by electron beam deposition [19]

or focused ion beam milling[20]. An interesting alternative is to incorporate a

carbon nanotube on SFM cantilevers since a carbon nanotube is mechanically

robust, chemically inert and has very high aspect ratio. Few groups have

reported the ability to attach a metal-capped carbon nanotube[21] or an iron-

filled carbon nanotube[22] on the cantilever.

2.7 Quantitative Magnetic Force Microscopy

Although MFM has been very successful characterizing magnetic struc-

ture qualitatively, quantitative interpretation of MFM images remains a diffi-

cult task. Ideally, if the magnetic moment on the tip is known, the stray field

distribution from sample can be restored by using Eq. (2.13). The main prob-

lem arises from the unknown magnetic distribution over a pyramidal or conical

tip. One practice is to calibrate MFM tip by scanning an artificial standard

that gives well-defined force gradient [23],[24]. However, the tip properties

may change during an experiment; for example, a crash during a topographic

scan or contamination of the tip. The change in the magnetic state of either

tip or sample due to the influence of mutual magnetic interactions can also

make the calibration invalid.

MFM tip models ranging from a simple point dipole approximation

[25] to more realistic 3D models (see one recent example: [26]) have been

proposed to simulate MFM response. The simulation is then compared with
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experimental results obtained on a known magnetic structure. Despite the

lengthy computation time and some satisfactory results, the limitation for

MFM simulation is generally the lack of extensibility for different samples,

and the need to repeatedly perform calibrations.

Most of work in this dissertation is mainly from qualitative MFM mea-

surements. In most of the cases, the qualitative MFM measurements are suf-

ficient for the characterization of the magnetic properties of sample.

2.8 Conducting Atomic Force Microscopy

I
x

y

z

V

−
+

R

Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of conducting Atomic Force Microscopy (C-
AFM)

Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C-AFM) is a supplementary

modification for contact mode AFM to simultaneously image topography and

acquire conductance information on the nanoscale. The conceptual experi-

mental setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. A DC voltage is applied to the sample

as the tip is grounded or vice versa. When topography is taken, the current
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flows through the contact point between tip and sample and it is measured by

a current-to-voltage amplifier. A spatially correlated topographic map and a

conductance map are generated at the same time. Current-Voltage character-

istics can also be obtained at a particular location of interest if necessary. The

noise for C-AFM is primarily from 1/f noise, Johnson noise from the large

resistance used in the current-to-voltage amplifier and other noise from the

electronics. The measurement is very easy to implement and is useful for elec-

trical characterization on many applications such as probing molecules [27],

carbon nanotubes [28], high-k dielectrics [29], metal/insulator composites [30],

etc.

Although scanning in contact mode provides high resolution for trans-

port measurements, it is not very easy to obtain quantitative results. The

major problem for C-AFM is that the current depends on the tip geometry,

and for contact mode the wear of the AFM tip is inevitable with time. To

battle this issue, hard materials such as conducting diamond should be used as

tip coating. The other difficulty emerges from the strong contact force depen-

dence of the measured current [31]. This is especially severe when scanning on

soft materials like molecules, since molecules will be deformed by the contact

force [32]. When C-AFM is operated in air, a large negative tip bias often

leads to anodic oxidation of the surface, so tip-induced modification will oc-

cur. Therefore, care should be taken when large negative tip bias is required.

The best solution is to scan in UHV.

In our experiment, the sole objective of the C-AFM measurement is to
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help distinguish conductive and non-conductive phases and their correlation

with MFM images. Therefore, qualitative C-AFM is sufficient for this purpose.

No quantitative measurement is attempted at this point.
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Chapter 3

Design of Low temperature Scanning Force

Microscope1

Most commercial SFMs are able to perform multimode scanning in air

and liquid but their design is not up to the task for low temperature (LT) use.

The popular ”beam bounce” method [33] is widely used in commercial SFMs.

However, it is too difficult to adjust the alignment between the cantilever and

the deflection sensor throughout the wide range of operating temperatures. In

addition, optoelectronic components such as laser diodes and photodiodes do

not function as well as they do at room temperature. Although few groups have

attempted to build LT-SFM around this technique [34] [35], cooling remains

an issue and aligning the laser beam at LT could make the construction very

complicated [36] in addition to the difficulties aforementioned.

Other LT-SFM designs have reported based on piezoresistive cantilevers

[37] [38] [39], tuning forks [40] and fiber optic interferometers [41] [42] [43] [44]

[45] [46] [47] [48] [49]. While our LT-SFM using piezoresistive cantilever works

nicely [39], the limited number of commercial suppliers motivates us to design

a new microscope with an alternative deflection sensor. We choose a fiber

1Part of this chapter is submitted for publication in Rev. Sci. Inst.
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optic interferometer over other detection schemes. The most significant ad-

vantage in using fiber optic interferometers is that only one end of a fiber is

fed into cryogenic environment while other optical and all electronic compo-

nents, such as the laser diode, photodiode, and preamplifier are still operated

at room temperature. Furthermore, a huge variety of commercial cantilevers

with different coatings, resonant frequencies, spring constants and sharpness

can be incorporated with the interferometer.

In this chapter, we present a compact design for LT-SFM. It uses a fiber

optic interferometer as cantilever deflection sensor. Coarse approach between

tip and sample and lateral positioning of tip over a particular scan area of

interest are performed in situ by piezoelectric positioners. The microscope

is introduced into a bath cryostat and immersed into the cooling liquid. Its

operation temperature ranges from 6K to 300K and it is designed to be used

with a superconducting magnet to provide a field normal to the sample up to

8 Tesla.

3.1 Cryostat

A schematic view of the LT-SFM system is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a). The

microscope is mounted at the bottom of a stainless steel center tube (50 inch

long, 0.5 inch O.D., 0.035 inch wall). This center tube has a four-way cross

with 2 − 3/4 inch CF flanges on the top. An optical fiber feedthrough and a

coaxial connector feedthrough for sensitive electrical measurements are fixed

on the top of the cross. A 41-pin electrical feedthrough made by Detoronics
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Inc. and the pumping line are on the sides of the cross. The center tube is

then inserted into a stainless steel pipe (1.25 inch O.D., 0.035 inch wall), which

is identical with the pipe of the other LT-MFM in our group [39].

(5)

(4)

(2)

(1)
(3)

(a)                                    (b)

(9)

(8)

(7)

(10)

1 inch

Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic drawing of LT-SFM and cryostat. (1) Optical fiber
feedthrough and BNC electrical feedthrough. (2) 41-pin electrical feedthrough.
(3) Valve and gauge. (4) Helium dewar. (5) Superconducting magnet. (6) LT-
SFM body. (b) Zoom-in of LT-SFM body inside the pipe. (7) OFHC heat
sink (8) Optional spring (9) Copper sheath on the inner wall (10) Microscope
main body.
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In our previous design, the sample is mounted on a piezo scanner up

side down while the tip faces upward. This protects the surface from falling

debris (contamination) and enables optical access through the window at the

bottom of the pipe. However, in this new design the optical fiber comes from

the top and cannot be bent in the limited space. Therefore the cantilever must

have the tip pointing down and consequently the sample must face upwards.

Since the sample blocks any possible optical access through the bottom, we

decided to place the fiber, cantilever and sample at the upper side of the SPM

body, which simplifies the exchange of cantilevers and samples. Therefore, the

window in the bottom of the pipe is not used in this design.

Fig. 3.1 (b) shows the concept for improving the thermal link from

the liquid bath to the microscope. There are six baffles attached the center

pipe to shield the thermal radiation from the top. The bottom of the pipe

has 0.013 inch removed from the inner wall and a copper sheath (1.22 inch

OD, 0.030 inch wall, 4 inch long) pressed into and tightly fitted inside the

pipe. This ensures that the copper sheath has good thermal contact via the

pipe to the liquid bath. Two copper heatsinks are attached at the bottom of

the center pipe and thermally linked to each other by an Oxygen-Free High

Conductivity (OFHC) rod. All the electrical wires from the microscope are

thermally anchored to the OFHC rod to minimize the heat transfer through

those wires from room temperature.

The bottom heatsink is pressed against the top of the copper sheath

and few copper wires (AWG38) are used to enhance the thermal link to the
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sample stage. The microscope body is attached to the copper heatsink at the

bottom of the center tube. The tip-sample region of the microscope is located

in the center region of the superconducting magnet for experiments requiring

large fields applied normal to the sample surface.

3.2 Microscope Construction

The microscope consists of three main modules:(1) a fiber-cantilever

holder with the fiber optic interferometer, (2) a lateral positioner to offset the

tip relative to the sample, and (3) a z-positioner to perform tip-sample coarse

approach with a piezo scanner and a sample stage. We will describe the detail

construction of these modules in the following sections.

3.2.1 Fiber Optic Interferometer

Laser diode

Signal Photodiode Monitor Photodiode

2x2 coupler

Scanner

Sample

Cantilever

1 2

3 4

Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of fiber optic interferometer.
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The fiber optic interferometer as shown in Fig. 3.2, first utilized in SFM

by D. Rugar et. al. [50], is used as deflection sensor. Our interferometer uses

a 1310nm Fabry-Perot laser diode (PD-LD Inc.) as light source. The wave-

length of infrared light is above the absorption band gap of silicon. Therefore,

it minimizes heating of the cantilever by the laser and the associated thermal

noise. Another technical issue is that the temperature of laser diode has to

remain stable to prevent laser fluctuation and mode hopping. In our setup,

the laser diode is mounted on a copper heatsink. A 10kΩ thermistor on the

copper heatsink is used to measure the diode temperature by using a Wheat-

stone bridge. A thermoelectric cooler is also attached on the heatsink. This

makes the active control of laser diode temperature possible if necessary. At

this point, we do not utilize the feature yet. The laser diode is driven by a

homemade voltage control current source shown in Fig. 1.1 in Appendix 1.

The current source provides the long term output stability of less than 100ppm

in constant current mode over two hours.

d

Core

Fiber         Air             Cantilever

I0

I1

I2

Figure 3.3: Interference between optical fiber and cantilever.
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The laser light is coupled into the input 1 (as indicated in Fig. 3.2)

of a 10/90 fiber coupler (Gould Inc.) via an FC/APC connector. The APC

terminated fiber has a 8◦ cleaved end that is used to create a large return loss

(≥ 65dB), so that the back reflection at the fiber end does not return to the

cavity of the laser diode and causes laser fluctuation. A Faraday isolator can

also be used to reduce the back reflection further. The fiber coupler splits the

incoming transmission into two components with 10% and 90% intensity into

output 2 and 4, respectively. The 10% transmission along output 2, denoted

as I0, is coupled to a bare Corning SMF-28 single mode fiber cable via an

FC/APC connector. The bare fiber is then fed into the cryostat via a vacuum

feedthrough and is aligned with the cantilever. The detailed construction of

fiber-cantilever holder will be described in Section 3.2.2.

At the air-fiber interface, approximately 4% of the incoming light, I1,

is reflected back due to Fresnel reflection. The relation can be written as:

I1

I0

= (
ncore − nair

ncore + nair

)2 ∼ 4% (3.1)

The rest is transmited and is incident on the back of cantilever. Multiple

reflection occurs in the cavity between the fiber and the cantilever. Some of

reflected light returns to the fiber and interferes with I1, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

The intensity of higher order terms in multiple reflection decays very quickly.

Hence, the interference signal may be approximated by using a simple model

of two wave interference:
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Itotal ∼ I1 + I2 + 2
√

I1I2 cos (
4πd

λ
) (3.2)

where d is the distance between fiber and cantilever and λ is the wavelength,

which is 1310nm for our laser diode. The interference signal propagates back

to the fiber coupler. 90% of interference is directed to input 3 of the fiber

coupler and then is measured by an InGaAs photodiode (PD-LD Inc.). The

photo-current is converted to voltage by a preamplifier, shown in Fig. 1.2 in

Appendix 1, and is used as a feedback signal.

The 90% transmitted light coming out of output 4 in the fiber coupler

could be used to monitor the laser fluctuations but this feature is not imple-

mented in our system because it is not necessary. The end of this fiber is also

APC terminated so that no light returns to the system.

3.2.2 Fiber-Cantilever Holder

The fiber-cantilever holder is shown in Fig. 3.4. The fiber-cantilever

distance is first adjusted by a micrometer under the guidance of an optical mi-

croscope down to approximately 50µm. Once the desired distance is reached,

the fiber is epoxied on a piezostack (Physik Instrumente GmbH) which serves

to fine adjust the fiber-cantilever distance along a stainless steel capillary

(0.020 inch O.D., 0.004 inch wall). The capillary serves as a guiding device

so that the fiber is always normal to the cantilever. Due to our symmetric

design, the thermal drift of the fiber with respect to the cantilever is mini-

mized and thus, no lateral adjustment is required. Only a small change in the
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fiber-cantilever distance due to thermal contraction needs to be compensated

back to the quadrature point of interference. This is done by applying some

voltage to the fiber piezostack.

The cantilever is fixed on the holder by a beryllium copper leaf spring

where an electrical connection to the cantilever is used for applying a bias

voltage to the tip. Usually, some silver paint is applied between cantilever and

the leaf spring to ensure better electrical contact and a tiny drop of epoxy is

used to reinforce the fixture. A piezo plate is placed beneath the cantilever for

driving the cantilever mechanically during dynamic scanning modes.

Optical Fiber

Piezostacks

Capillary

Mounting Base

Drive Piezo

BeCu Spring

Cantilever

Figure 3.4: Illustration of Cantilever Holder.

3.2.3 Lateral Positioner

The lateral positioner is based on the design by Pan [51]. The detailed

construction is shown in Fig. 3.5. The top and bottom titanium plates are
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clamped to a middle titanium plate. Two groups of three shear piezostacks are

epoxied on both sides of the middle plate. Each piezostack consists of eight

shear piezo plates (EBL-4, 0.020 inch thick, 0.2 inch × 0.2 inch) to move along

the x and y-axis. A sapphire plate (0.010 inch thick, 0.2 inch × 0.2 inch) is

glued on each piezostack and moves against the sapphire plates attached on

the top and bottom titanium plates.

0-80 screws for clamping

electrical connectors

0-80 set screws 

middle titanium  plate 

top titanium plate 

module adaptor

0-80 screw for clamping

electrical connectors 

top titanium plate 

0-80 set screw 

stacks of shear piezos

titanium bottom plate

module adaptor

Figure 3.5: Lateral positioner.(a)top view and (b)side view.
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The lateral positioner is driven by a 250V sawtooth waveform at 60Hz

or a single pulse. It can move within a circle of 3.3mm in diameter which

is limited by the mechanical structure. The optical fiber passes through the

lateral positioner to the fiber-cantilever holder. The fiber-cantilever holder is

mechanically mounted on the bottom titanium plate of the lateral positioner.

3.2.4 Z Positioner

The z positioner for tip-sample coarse approach is shown in Fig. 3.6.

The principle of this positioner is the same as the lateral positioner in the

previous section except that we use three piezostacks instead of six stacks of

shear piezo. The advantage is that we were able to reduce the size of micro-

scope down to 1 inch in diameter, while it would take more space to use layers

of shear piezo to compensate for the displacement loss at low temperatures.

Furthermore, a piezostack could easily generate more force and displacement

than a stack of shear piezo, whici is important to move a heavier load and

overcome the influence of gravity.

However, due to the large capacitance of piezostacks, the driving elec-

tronics has to provide a higher output current so that the sawtooth waveform

will not be distorted. Hence, manganin wire that is typically used in cryo-

genic designs has to be replaced by copper wire since high resistivity is going

to distort the sawtooth waveform. The drawback in using copper wire is the

increase in the heat transfer into the low temperature section. Our homemade

sawtooth generator is able to output a sawtooth waveform with a maximum
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of 75V with current up to 1A in ”stick-and-slip” motion. The circuit diagram

is shown in Appendix 1.

(a)

(b)

SS Body
Graphite Pads

Ti Rod with Sapphire Plate
Scanner Holder

Piezo Scanner
Spring Plate

Ball Bearing

Sample Stage

0-80 Set Screw

Ti Rod with Sapphire Plate

Scanner Holder

Piezo Scanner

Graphite Pads

Macor Base

Piezostacks

SS Body

(c)

Figure 3.6: Detail z positioner construction shown in (a)Top view and (b)Side
view. (c)Picture of LT-SFM
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The three ”legs” of the z positioner are arranged 120 degree with respect

to each other. Each leg consists of a titanium rod epoxied on a piezostack

(PSt 150/2× 3/7, Piezomechanik GmbH). A sapphire plate is attached on the

titanium rod that slides against the sapphire plate fixed on the stainless steel

exterior of the scanner holder. Two polished graphite pads are placed between

each titanium rod and stainless steel body as support. A stainless steel spring

plate is used to adjust the clamping force and a ball bearing helps to distribute

the force more evenly.

3.2.5 Piezo Scanner and Sample Stage

A piezo scanner is epoxied on a Macor base of the scanner holder. The

scanner is a piezo tube with four external electrodes and one internal elec-

trode (EBL-3, 2 inch long, 0.25 inch O.D., 0.020 inch wall, EBL Products

Inc.). With 200V applied to the outer electrodes, the maximum scan range is

around 160µm at 293K, 50µm at 77K and 30µm at 4.2K. A sample stage made

of OFHC is mounted on the top of the scanner. A Cernox temperature sensor

(Lakeshore Inc.) is attached underneath the center of copper sample stage

such that it provides the accurate measurement of sample temperature. Two

0.25W heaters are attached on the opposite side of the sample stage to evenly

distribute the heat over the sample area. There are also four electrical connec-

tors for the transport measurements. To control the sample temperature, a

home-built temperature controller as described in Appendix 1 is implemented.
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3.2.6 Module Adapter

To mechanically interconnect these two positioners, a stainless steel

tube is used as module adaptor. The tube is about 1.7 inch long with 1 inch

O.D. and 0.018 inch wall. Six through holes (0.035 inch in diameter) on the

wall match the locations of the 0-80 set screws on the middle plate of the

lateral positioner and on the body of the z positioner. The holes are large

enough to allow an Allen key to pass and turn the set screw backward against

the adaptor but not enough for screws to come out so that the positioners are

rigidly jointed together. The adaptor also has three large ”windows” spaced

by 120 degree on the side to allow easy optical access to the tip and the sample

when the tip needs to be offset to a scan area of interest at room temperature

before cooling. The complete LT-SFM is shown in Fig. 3.6 (c).

Due to the cylindrically symmetric design, the lateral drift of tip-sample

relative position is minimized and is typically within the range of piezo scanner.

If the tip needs to be relocated to a different scan area, the lateral positioner

can be used and the exact location can be identified by comparing the topo-

graphic image with one previously scanned at room temperature or an optical

image taken previously.

3.2.7 Electronics

The photocurrent from the interferometer is directed to a home-built

preamplifier with a 3dB frequency approximately at 500 kHz and gain of 105,

a homemade Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency at 200 kHz
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of control electronics. Circuit diagrams of home-
built electronics will be documented in Appendix 1

and a second stage preamplifier (SR560, Stanford Research System). The

deflection signal is then sent to a Nanoscope IIIa controller (Veeco Digital

Instrument) which is used for driving the cantilever, performing feedback and

acquiring data. Two different modes of topography are used in our SFM,

depending on the roughness of sample surface. Contact mode is suitable for

flat surfaces while the frequency modulated tapping mode, which requires an

Extender module (Veeco Digital Instruments) in addition to the Nanoscope

controller, is typically used for rough surfaces or dynamic scanning.

For MFM or electrostatic force microscope (EFM) operation, a topog-

raphy scan line is obtained by tapping mode during the first pass. In the

second pass, the tip then retraces the same surface feature at a designated
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height (so-called Interleave, Lift mode) and the frequency shift or the phase

shift due to the long range force gradient is recorded. Here the extender mod-

ule is used for optimal phase detection and frequency modulation. In addition,

the contact potential difference between tip and sample introduces an addi-

tional long range force gradient on the cantilever. The charge distribution in

a metal usually follows the topography features; hence, the MFM signal will

include topography-related features. To remove this effect, a bias voltage is

applied to the tip to compensate for the contact potential difference. The

circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.8 in Appendix 1.

For KPFM imaging, a Pt/Ir coated tip (NSC18/Ti-Pt, MikroMasch

Inc.) and the sample are grounded during topographic scans. During the lift,

an external lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research System) electrically

excites the cantilever at its resonance frequency. In addition, the first harmonic

component from the deflection signal is extracted by the lock-in amplifier and

is sent to an external feedback controller (SIM960, Stanford Research System)

to nullify the potential difference between tip and sample. The applied tip

potential is recorded by the auxiliary input of the Nanoscope controller so

that the potential map is generated. A homemade circuit is used to switch

the voltage applied to the tip during topography scan and lift mode scan. The

diagram is shown in Fig. 1.9 in Appendix 1.
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3.3 Performance

3.3.1 Vibration Isolation

The floor vibration where the instrument is located is measured with

an accelerometer and is found to peak mainly around 18Hz. If needed, the

microscope maybe spring-loaded on the copper heatsink at the bottom of the

center tube so that it is better isolated from vibrations.
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Figure 3.8: Noise spectrum of deflection and floor vibration.

Empirically, we could not a find significant noise from the deflection

signal around 18Hz due to the rigid mechanical structure of our design, even

when the microscope is not spring-loaded. However, when the small home-
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wrapped magnet with large current is used to apply a magnetic field in-plane,

the boiling of liquid nitrogen becomes an issue due the high resistance of the

coil( 50Ω at 77K). This can be solved by using superconducting split coil in

persistent mode. The noise spectra of the deflection and floor vibration are

compared in Fig. 3.8.

3.3.2 Results of Topography Scanning

Figure 3.9: (a)Optical image of a La0.58Ca0.42MnO3/NdGaO3(001) patterned
sample with five gold electrodes (200nm thick) for transport measurements.
(b) Tapping mode topographic scan of the enclosed area in (a). The scan size
is 60µm × 60µm in air at 300K.

Fig. 3.9 (a) shows an optical image of a 55-nm thick La0.58Ca0.42MnO3

thin film grown by pulsed laser deposition and patterned on a NdGaO3(001)

substrate with five 200nm thick gold electrodes for transport measurements

(courtesy of Dr. Neil Mathur, Cambridge University). To locate the patterned
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area, we use the lateral positioner to move the tip over the surface while mon-

itoring the relative tip-sample position through an optical microscope before

inserting the microscope into the cryostat. Fig. 3.9 (b) shows the topographic

image that corresponds to the enclosed area in Fig. 3.9 (a). It is taken in

tapping mode under ambient conditions with a 60µm × 60µm scan size.

Figure 3.10: (a)Atomic steps on a LuMnO3 single crystal. The image is
scanned in contact mode in air at 300K with scan size of 7.5µm × 7.5µm.
(b)The section profile along the dashed line in (a). The average step size is
0.536 nm ±0.069 nm.

Another example is shown in Fig. 3.10. The sample is a single-crystal

LuMnO3 sample (courtesy of Dr. Sang-Wook Cheong, Rutgers University)

grown by the floating zone method with the surface perpendicular to the c-

axis. The structure of hexagonal LuMnO3 consists of a triangular-lattice layer

formed by MnO3 and two adjacent Lu layers along the c-axis. Therefore, when

the sample is grown or cleaved normal to the c-axis, it usually shows steps with

the height of half a unit cell.
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The AFM image in Fig. 3.10 (a) is taken in contact mode by using a

cantilever with spring constant2 of 3.5N/m in air at 300K . The scan size is

7.5µm × 7.5µm. Atomic steps are clearly identified in the AFM image. The

average step height is 0.536 nm ±0.069 nm from the line profile as shown in

Fig. 3.10 (b). The lattice constant for hexagonal LuMnO3 at 300K is 1.14074

nm for c [52], which agrees well with our measurement.

3.3.3 Results of MFM Scanning

Figure 3.11: (a) Topography and (b) MFM image of a commercial hard drive
sample. The image is 8.3µ × 8.3µm and taken at 77K. The lift height in the
MFM scan is 60nm, with the tip biased at −0.50V.

For MFM imaging, we typically use a commercial Co/Cr coated can-

tilever or coat a Si cantilever with the magnetic material of our choice by

2A soft cantilever with spring constant lower than 1N/m should be used for contact mode
scan to prevent the surface from being modified.
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sputtering or by focused ion beam deposition [53]. For this demonstration, a

cantilever from MikroMasch Inc. NSC18/AlBS) is coated with Co85Cr15 film

by sputter deposition and remagnetized along the z -axis by a permanent mag-

net. The test sample is a piece cut from a commercial 4GB hard drive disk.

The image is 8.3µm × 8.3µm and taken at 77K. The lift height is 60nm for the

MFM scan and a bias voltage of −0.5V is applied to the tip. Fig. 3.3.3(a) and

(b) show a tapping mode topographic image and the MFM image, respectively.

To measure the noise limit in our system, the tip-cantilever distance is

tuned at one of quadratures and is kept far away from magnetic surface. The

cantilever used here (NSC18 series, MikroMasch Inc.) has a spring constant

of approximately 3.5N/m, a resonant frequency of 77.8kHz and a Q factor

of about 3500 at 77K. The frequency noise of 0.08Hz was measured with an

oscillation amplitude of 62nm at 77K. The measurement bandwidth is 381.5Hz.

By using Eq. (2.18), the calculation shows that the theoretical limit for this

type of cantilever is 9.2×10−7N/m at 77K. Then we use the parameters above

and Eq.(2.16) to obtain a measured force gradient noise of approximately

7.3× 10−6N/m at 77K.

The sources of noise include the noise from the laser fluctuations, the

shot noise from the photodiode, the Johnson noise from the large feedback

resistor in the photodiode preamplifier, the thermal noise from the cantilever

heated by the laser and the intrinsic noise from the control electronics. The

signal-to-noise ratio in our system could be further improved by simply cou-

pling more power into the interferometer but at the expense of heating can-
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tilever more. The more sophisticated method is to enhance the reflectivity at

fiber-air interface [54] to increase the present 4% limit.

3.3.4 Results of KPFM Scanning

The performance of our KPFM at low temperatures is demonstrated

here. A polished polycrystalline (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 sample (courtesy of

Dr. Sang-Wook Cheong, Rutgers Universtiy) is chemically phase separated.

By using polarized optical microscope (POM) images such as those shown in

Fig. 3.2 (a), we could distinguish the two separate phases by the contrast

difference due to crystalline anisotropy. The dark region in field of view is

likely hexagonal YMnO3 with c-axis in-plane and the bright region is likely

orthorhombic EuMnO3.

Fig 3.2 (b) shows the surface potential map at 78.2K of the dashed

area in POM image. The size of image is 25µ × 25µ m. The contrast in the

potential map due to ferroelectric domains is observed in the same dark area in

POM image while there is no feature in the same bright region. Since YMnO3

has a higher ferroelectric transition temperature at 900K and bulk EuMnO3

becomes ferroelectric at 25K, we can identify the region with potential contrast

as YMnO3 and the region with no features as EuMnO3.
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Figure 3.12: Polycrystalline (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 sample. (a) Polarized
optical microscope image, (b) surface potential map of the dashed area at
78.2K. Scan size is 25µ × 25µm. Surface potential maps of the dash-dotted
area in (a) at T=9.5K and T=27.0K are shown in (c) and (d), respectively.
The scan size is 10µ× 10µm.
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Two images of the dash-dot area in the POM image are also taken

above and below the ferroelectric transition temperature of EuMnO3. The

size of image is about 10µ × 10µm. In Fig. 3.2 (c), two distinct electric

domains are seen in the bright area of the POM image at 9.5K and these

electric domains vanish at 27.0K. Thus, we can conclude this bright area and

the dark area on POM image are indeed EuMnO3 and YMnO3, respectively.

This direct observation agrees with the result from POM image.

3.4 Summary

In summary, we presented a compact LT-SFM based on a fiber optic

interferometer capable of laterally positioning the tip over a particular sample

area with wide range of operating temperatures and performing ”multimode”

scanning to measure different forces. The test results have shown that the

instrument provides high resolution imaging and makes it possible to inves-

tigate phase separation and magnetic/ferroelectric transitions microscopically

for large variety of materials such as manganites, High TC superconductor and

multiferroics at low temperatures.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to Multiferroics

A material is defined as multiferroic when it exhibits simultaneously

at least two of the following three orders: ferroelectricity, ferroelasticity and

ferromagnetism [55]. Ascher et. al. [56] first reported in 1966 the first multifer-

roic material in nickel iodine boracite, Ni3B7O13I, which has both ferroelectric

and weak ferromagnetic phases below 64K. The coexistence of ferroic states

within a multiferroic material leads to the interaction between ferroic orders

and offers the possibility of phase control over one order parameter by tuning

the other. One of the examples is to switch the electrical polarization in the

ferroelectric phase by application of a magnetic field or by the onset magnetic

phase transition. Such phenomenon is called the magnetoelectric effect. It was

first predicted by Pierre Currie in 1894. The first experimental evidence of the

magnetoelectric (ME) effect is reported in Cr2O3 [57] [58] in 1960. However,

these early multiferroic materials have complex structures with small ME ef-

fects and a limited choice of compounds. Therefore, they are less attractive

due to the lack of possible uses for applications.

The search for new multiferroics was revitalized when the discovery of

gigantic magnetoelectric (GME) effect in TbMnO3 was reported by Kimura
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et. al. [59] in 2003. Until now, new multiferroic materials are not only being

found in single and two-phase crystals [60] but also being fabricated by artificial

structures (e.g. [61]). Furthermore, the definition of ”multiferroic” has been

extended to include antiferroic order and ferrotoroic order but exclude the

ferroelastic order [60]. One of the prominent multiferroic systems is the rare

earth manganites, RMnO3 (R= rare earth elements) which is the material

under study in this dissertation.

4.1 Structure of Rare Earth Manganites

The size of rare earth ion R3+ will determine the crystallographic struc-

ture in rare earth manganites. The structure is hexagonal for with small ionic

radius and becomes orthorhombic perovskite with increasing ionic radius. The

crossover is between Ho and Dy, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

La57 Ce58 Pr59 Nd60 Pm61 Sm62 Eu63 Gd64 Tb65 Dy66 Ho67 Er68 Tm69 Yb70 Lu71

Y39 

Hexagonal

• RMnO3

Perovskite

Sc21 

In49 

Figure 4.1: Periodic Table of Lattice Structure in RMnO3 System.
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4.2 Hexagonal Rare Earth Manganites

The crystal structure of a hexagonal manganite is shown in Fig. 4.2 (a).

Adjacent MnO5 trigonal bipyramids layers sandwich a R3+ layer along the c-

axis. Hexagonal manganites have ferroelectric transition temperatures above

900K [62]. The ferroelectricity is originated from the tilt of the MnO5 bipyra-

mids and the buckling of the R3+ layer, which results in a net polarization [62]

[63].

When temperature decreases, Mn3+ ions show antiferromagnetic order

at the Néel temperature (TN) around 70 ∼ 130K because spins are geomet-

rically frustrated within the lattice. R3+ ions (Ho3+, Er3+, Tm3+, and Yb3+)

show magnetic order below 6K, but a large magnetic moment can only be

obtained under high magnetic fields. Detailed studies of the magnetic struc-

ture for Mn3+ sites in hexagonal manganite by second harmonic generation

nonlinear optical experiments can be found in [64].

Anomalies observed in the dielectric constant around TN provide an in-

dication for coupling between ferroelectric and magnetic order in this system.

A strong evidence is offered by direct observation of coupled antiferromagnetic

and ferroelectric domains in YMnO3 by Fiebig et. al.[65], in which the interac-

tion via domain walls leads to lower free energy. The largest dielectric anomaly

reported in hexagonal RMnO3 is about 4% ∼ 5% of the original ε [66]. Since

the ferroelectric phase is well-established below 900K, any effect on the dielec-

tric constant from magnetic order at lower temperature will not be significant.

Remarkably, some hexagonal manganites, such as YMnO3 an HoMnO3, can
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be synthesized into a metastable orthorhombic phase that exhibits dielectric

anomalies as high as 60% of the original ε below TN [67]. This indicates that

a large ME effect is more feasible in the orthorhombic manganites.

Mn3+

O2-

R3+

c-axis

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Crystal structure of rare earth manganite. (a)Hexagonal mangan-
ite in the ferroelectric state. Adopted from [63]. (b)Perovskite manganite.

4.3 Orthorhombic Rare Earth Manganites

The interest in orthorhombically distorted manganites is driven by the

observation of GME effect in TbMnO3 [59]. For RMnO3, the choice of R3+

having a smaller ionic radius(from La3+ to Ho3+) decreases the Mn-O-Mn bond

angle and increases the distortion of the MnO6 octahedra. Consequently, TN is
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reduced due to the increasing influence from next-nearest-neighbor interaction

within the MnO2 plane [68]. For heavy R3+ (R=Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy Ho), an in-

commensurate(IC) lattice modulation also occurs at TN . The ferroelectric or-

der develops at the incommensurate-commensurate(IC-C) transition (or lock-

in transition) at a lower temperature. The magnetic structure for TbMnO3[69]

and Tb1−xDyxMnO3[70] has been determined by neutron diffraction. These

results have shown that the ferroelectric order in fact originates from a spiral

magnetic structure of Mn3+.

P
Si Sj
Mni3+

eij
O2- Mnj3+

js
Figure 4.3: Spin Current Model

A microscopic ”Spin Current” model, shown in Fig. 4.3, was proposed

by Katsura et. al. [71]. Two Mn3+ ions with spin Si and Sj are separated

by an O2− ion. The electrical polarization is proportional to eij × jS, where

the spin current jS is proportional to Si × Sj and the unit vector eij connects

two Mn sites. When the temperature is above the ferroelectric transition

temperature (TC), the collinear spin order does not have any contribution to

the spin current. Below the ferroelectric TC , the spin order becomes spiral in

the bc-plane and shows spontaneous electric polarization along the c-axis.
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However, the role of the R3+ ion is not completely understood. Di-

electric anomalies observed at TN in TbMnO3 and HoMnO3 [72] suggest that

the coupling between magnetic R3+ and Mn3+ ions could be important. In

DyMnO3, a suppression of the IC spiral Mn3+ spin structure and lattice dis-

tortions are observed below TN in synchrotron x-ray diffraction and resonant

magnetic scattering experiments [73], which is believed to be due to the mag-

netic coupling between the Dy3+ and Mn3+ magnetic moments. In addition,

Mostovoy [74] points out that the coupling between R3+ and Mn3+ has to be

taken into account during the calculation to obtain the correct electric polar-

ization behavior in a magnetic field.

However, in an attempt to study the effects of a systematic variation

of the ionic radius in R3+ without the influence of the magnetic moment from

R3+, Hemberger et. al. [75] replace magnetic R3+ with nonmagnetic Y3+([Kr],

no 4f moment) and Eu3+(J=0). They found all essential ME properties in

TbMnO3 and GdMnO3 can be reproduced in Eu1−xYxMnO3, which suggests

that R3+ only affects the magnetic structure due to the lattice distortion. A

similar result is also reported in Eu0.595Y0.405MnO3 by Noda et. al. [76].
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Chapter 5

Visualization of Phase Separation in a

Multiferroic Oxide Polycrystalline Sample

5.1 (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 Polycrystalline Sample

As mentioned in Chapter 4.3, the possible role that the magnetic rare

earth ion plays in the GME effect in TbMnO3 remains in question. Therefore,

the concept has emerged to replace the magnetic Tb3+ ion with a nonmag-

netic ion of same ionic radius such that the bond angle of Mn-O-Mn remains

constant in RMnO3.

The approach of Dr. Sang-Wook Cheong’s group (Rutgers Univer-

sity) is to fabricate a Eu0.5Y0.5MnO3 single crystal, in which Eu0.5Y0.5 has

an average radius of 0.1604nm, which is comparable with the radius of Tb3+

(0.1603)nm. The floating zone method was used for sample fabrication with

a seed of Eu0.5Y0.5MnO3 single crystal. As shown in x-ray powder diffraction

(XRD) in Fig. 5.1(a), the seed crystal is single phase. However, XRD data

for the resulting sample in Fig. 5.1(b) clearly demonstrates chemical phase

separation. The sample shows both hexagonal and orthorhombic diffraction

patterns from YMnO3 and EuMnO3, respectively and the chemical formula

for the sample is hereby written as (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5.
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Figure 5.1: X-Ray Powder Diffraction of (a)Eu0.5Y0.5MnO3 single crystal and
(b) (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5. Personal Communication, Chenglin Zhang and
Sang-Wook Cheong.

The sample is then cut and polished so that the c-axis of YMnO3,

which is also the direction electrical polarization, is in-plane. Polarized opti-

cal microscopy (POM) can be used to distinguish the two phases due to their

different crystalline anisotropy on the surface. The POM image in Fig. 5.2

reveals the distribution of the two phases over the surface. The YMnO3 phase

shows different colors based on the in-plane c-axis orientation, while the or-

thorhombic EuMnO3 phase has much a smaller optical anisotropy and shows

the lighter color. The POM image indicates that the sample has become a

”eutectic” microstructure during growth in the floating zone furnace, in order

to reach a lower interfacial energy between the two phases.
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Figure 5.2: Polarized optical microscope image of a (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5

sample. The YMnO3 phase shows different colors based on the in-plane c-axis
orientation and the EuMnO3 phase has much smaller optical anisotropy and
shows the lighter color. The black region is due to the surface defects. The
bottom right corner of image is the sample edge.

Our study of this sample will focus on the ferroelectric domains in

both phases. When two neighboring ferroelectric phases with different TCs, it

is plausible that the ferroelectric domains within two phases will be coupled

during the domain formation inside the phase with the lower TC . This sample

provides us a great example due to its clean chemical separation; therefore,

it will be interesting to observe this possible interplay between EuMnO3 and

YMnO3 on the microscopic level.
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In our experiment, KPFM is used to investigate the ferroelectric do-

mains. The surface potential obtained by KPFM is generated by the field

produced by the surface charge density σ = P · n̂, where P is the electri-

cal polarization and n̂ is the normal vector. However, it is well known that

the electrical polarization is always screened on the ferroelectric surface due

to adsorbates or other effects [77]. Depending on the degree of screening on

the surface, the measured potential by KPFM can be of opposite polarity.

This effect has to be taken into account when interpreting KPFM data. The

analog temperature controller in Appendix 1.0.9 was implemented for doing

temperature dependent KPFM measurements.

5.2 Results of the Temperature Dependent KPFM Mea-
surement

Fig. 5.3 (a) and (b) show the POM image taken at room temperature

and the topography taken at 77K from the same area. The lower regions in the

topographic image is the YMnO3 phase. The height in YMnO3 is typically

6 ∼ 10nm lower compared to EuMnO3 due the different hardness and the

effects of the polishing process.

Notably, we could not find any measurable surface potential from KPFM

at room temperature despite fact that the TC of YMnO3 is around 900K.

KPFM data at 77K is shown in Fig. 5.3 (c). As mentioned before, the color

contrast in the POM image is due to the different orientations of the in-plane

c-axis of YMnO3, which is also the direction of electrical polarization. There-
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Figure 5.3: (a)POM image of (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5. (b) Topography and
(c) KPFM image from this area at T=77K. The image size is 33.3µm
×33.3µm.

fore, the contrast in KPFM is not only due to the inhomogeneity inside a

region with the same crystal orientation but also due to the different distribu-

tion of surface charge density at the domain boundaries. This correlation can

be realized by comparison of POM and KPFM images.

A series of KPFM images from T= 9.5K to 200K is shown in Fig. 5.4.

The YMnO3 phase in the scanned area is identified as the darker region in the

center of POM image and the EuMnO3 phase is the lighter region on the left

and right, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). At T= 9.5K, the EuMnO3 phase shows

two distinct large domains in the left and the right side of the image in Fig. 5.4

(b). As the temperature increases from 9.5K to 24.9K, EuMnO3 goes through

its ferroelectric phase transition. Therefore, the surface potential due to the

electrical polarization of EuMnO3 decreases with temperature and eventually

vanishes around 25K, as shown in Fig. 5.4 (b) to (e).
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Figure 5.4: KPFM Results of (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 taken at the enclosed
area shown in POM image in (a). The scan temperature is (b) 9.5K,(c) 12.2K,
(d) 14.6K , (e) 21.5K, (f) 24.9K, (g) 27.0K, (h) 65.4K, (i) 100.8K, (j) 125.4K,
(k) 175.2K and (l) 200K. The image size is 10µm×10µm.
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependent KPFM Contrast in YMnO3 between
points 1 and 2 in Fig. 5.4 (b).

Remarkably, the potential contrast in the YMnO3 region also changes

during the phase transition of EuMnO3. The ferroelectricity of YMnO3 should

have already settled in and be very rigid in this temperature range. One should

expect no change in domain structure for YMnO3. Hence, the potential con-

trast difference between domain features should remain the same even though

significant change in work function might induce the offset in the overall po-

tential. For example, the temperature dependent potential difference between

locations 1 and 2, indicated in Fig. 5.4 (b), has been extracted from the KPFM

images. The result is shown in Fig. 5.5. The potential difference drastically

reduces with increasing temperature and almost remains the same above 25K.

Furthermore, this change cannot be related to any ME effect because
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the temperature is way below the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature in

either phase (TN is 45K and 90K for EuMnO3 and YMnO3, respectively).

Therefore, it is likely the potential contrast change originates from the elec-

trostatic interaction between the two ferroelectric phases during the evolution

of ferroelectricity in EuMnO3. One of the possible scenarios is the ferroelectric

domains try to reduce electrostatic energy by formation of closure domains.

However, the scanning range of our piezo scanner could not cover enough area

to verify this.

Strain at the phase boundary could play an important role here. All

ferroelectric materials exhibit lattice displacements when they go through the

ferroelectric transition. Around 25K, the strain at the phase boundary may

change substantially and affect the crystal structure in the YMnO3. This can

be seen from the different potential level along the phase boundaries in Fig.

5.4. However, it is not likely that the strain effect would be able to produce

such strong influence far beyond the boundary, as observed in Fig. 5.5. It is

possible that the YMnO3 is only a thin layer on top of EuMnO3, which would

extend the stress effects, but this needs further experimental verification.

As the temperature rises, the potential contrast in YMnO3 keeps de-

creasing and eventually becomes invisible at T∼ 175.2K as shown from Fig.

5.4 (g) to (l). The ferroelectricity in YMnO3 is closely related to its crys-

talline structure. XRD data already show the hexagonal structure of YMnO3

at room temperature. Therefore, we believe the ferroelectricity of YMnO3

exists at room temperature. The loss of KPFM contrast is probably due to
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the screening effect from the thermally activated mobile charges at higher

temperature [78]. Since SFM techniques can only measure interaction on the

surface, techniques that can penetrate deeper into the surface should be useful

for this sample at room temperature such as scanning microwave microscopy

or transmission electron microscopy.

5.3 Summary

In summary, we investigated a (EuMnO3)0.5(YMnO3)0.5 polycrystalline

sample. POM and KPFM techniques provide us the direct visualization of

crystalline anisotropy and surface electrical properties. By using these two

techniques along with XRD, we have confirmed the phase separation between

EuMnO3 and YMnO3 phases. The contrast loss in KPFM data above 175K

is likely due to the screening by thermally activated charges. The KPFM

measurement below 25K suggests a possible interplay between two ferroelec-

tric compounds. This proximity effect at two ferroelectric phase boundaries

is large. Therefore, it should be interesting to study this effect on artificial

devices that have similar interfaces by design, which could lead to the devel-

opment of practical applications.

The sample is basically a multiferroic mixture; hence, ferroelectric do-

mains will be switched by the application of a magnetic field. The ME effect

and the interplay between two ferroelectric phases might have interesting cou-

pling that is worthy of further study.
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Chapter 6

Introduction to Colossal Magnetoresistance in

Manganites

The magnetoresistance(MR) is the change of electrical resistance in the

presence of an external magnetic field. It is defined as:

MR =
RH −R0

RH

(6.1)

Materials or devices with MR can be utilized in information storage

technology. Therefore, the search for a new system with large MR is always

of great interest. For instance, devices with giant magnetoresistance(GMR),

which has MR around 100% [79], have been used as the sensing element of

read heads in hard drives since 1997.

When Jin et. al. [80] reported a MR= −127000% in a La0.67Sr0.33MnO3

thin film at magnetic field of 6 Tesla at 77K, it was named Colossal Magnetore-

sistance(CMR) for its large magnitude of MR. Historically, the discovery of

CMR and of high temperature superconductivity in copper oxides in 1984 re-

vived the study of transition metal oxides, a type of system with rich structural,

magnetic and electronic phenomena that is not yet completely understood.

CMR manganites are based on the perovskite structure of LaMnO3, as

already shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). A typical perovskite manganite is doped with
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divalent alkali ions, A2+ with a doping concentration x and hence, the chem-

ical formula is then written as R1−xAxMnO3. The phase diagram for CMR

manganite is very complicated in nature (an example can be found in Ref.

[81]). Much research has concentrated on 0.2 < x < 0.5 where R1−xAxMnO3

is ferromagnetic below its magnetic transition temperature, TC and param-

agnetic above TC . The magnetic phase transition is also accompanied by

metallic-insulating transition in electrical resistivity around the same temper-

ature. This can be explained by double exchange (DE) theory by Zener [82]

in 1951.

In R1−xAxMnO3, Mn ions can be in either Mn3+ or Mn4+ charge state

to maintain neutrality, depending on whether R3+ or A2+ is in the unit cell.

Each Mn ion is surrounded by six O2−, thus forming a MnO6 octahedron as

shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). In an ideal cubic perovskite, the five 3d orbitals in Mn3+

split into a t2g triplet and an eg doublet level. According to Hund’s rule and

Pauli exclusion principle, three electrons fill the t2g level with parallel spins.

For Mn3+, the remaining electron will go to a linear combination of eg orbitals

and its spin also has to be parallel to the t2g core spins. On the other hand,

for Mn4+ a hole is created in the eg level. An electron from O2− and the eg

electron from Mn3+ can hop simultaneously to the hole in the eg level located

at the Mn4+ and to the vacancy in O2−, respectively. This DE mechanism is

shown in Fig. 6.1 (b). The hopping probability for electrons is proportional

to cos(θ/2), where θ is the classical angle between the core spins of Mn3+ and

Mn4+.
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Figure 6.1: (a) MnO6 octahedron in perovskite manganite. (b) Double Ex-
change Mechanism. (c) Jahn-Teller distortion lifts the degeneracy. Here shows
one of the possible distortions. The red arrows indicate the electron spin

CMR can be qualitatively explained by the DE theory. At low temper-

ature conducting electrons are magnetically ordered, showing both magnetic

and metallic behaviors. The application of a magnetic field can force the mag-

netic order in the Mn sites and thus increase TC . As temperature increases,

randomly aligned spins due to thermal fluctuations unfavor the DE mecha-

nism; thus, insulating behavior and paramagnetic phase are seen above TC .

Millis et. al. [83] presented the calculation based on DE theory and

found a few discrepancies with experimental data. First, the high tempera-

ture behavior in the resistivity shows similar temperature dependence but the

incorrect order of magnitude. Second, the resistivity below TC shows com-

pletely different behavior. Last, the DE calculation did not show any effect on

doping concentration. Electron lattice coupling is then taken into account in

their model, including the ”tolerance factor” and Jahn-Teller(J-T) distortion.
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The tolerance factor is the characterization of Mn-O-Mn bond angle, which

depends on ionic radius of R3+/A2+. The internal stress due to the different

tolerance factor affects the overlap between the Mn 3d orbitals and the O2−2p

orbitals. Consequently, the average hopping probability changes as well [84].

On the other hand, JT distortion of the MnO6 octahedron lifts the de-

generacy further as shown in Fig. 6.1 (c) and creates a potential minimum

which tends to trap the eg electron. The competition between the trapping

potential by J-T distortion and the electron delocalizing energy by DE mech-

anism can qualitatively explain CMR. The magnetic disorder above TC sup-

presses DE and thus the electron-phonon interaction dominates to localize the

electron, causing the high resistance state. Below TC , the ferromagnetic or-

der increases the probability of electron hopping and overcomes the potential

minimum. A simulation based on DE theory and J-T distortion reveals the

tendency towards phase separation in the manganites [85]. However, a the-

oretical explanation for the complex phase diagram observed experimentally

[86] is still lacking.

Experimentally, phase separation over a wide range of length scales is

a general feature of the manganites that has been observed by several tech-

niques[87] [88]. In addition to magnetic field [89] and temperature [90], strain

also plays an important role in phase separation [91], [92]. Therefore, it is

critical to control those parameters for a better understanding of this inhomo-

geneity and for exploiting phase separation in devices based on CMR mangan-

ites.
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Chapter 7

Magnetic and Electrical Mapping of a Phase

Separated CMR Thin Film1

Research on CMR maganites is partly motivated by the hope of utilizing

the thousand-fold MR change in future device development. Thin films are

commonly used in devices. However, due to strain from the lattice mismatch

with the substrate, the physical properties in a thin film can be very different

from those of the corresponding bulk crystal. Therefore, optimization for thin

film growth and properties is vital, especially for CMR manganites which are

very sensitive to electron-lattice coupling. Strain in thin films can be tuned

by using substrates with different lattice parameters and consequently the

strain-induced properties in the thin film can be controlled.

Another issue for using manganite films as devices is phase separation.

It is important to understand the phase distribution in a manganite thin film

before being able to control it. Therefore, we aim to establish the phase map

on a CMR manganite thin film by using MFM and C-AFM techniques.

1Part of this chapter is in preparation for publication.
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7.1 La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 Thin Film

A 55nm La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 thin film was grown on NdGaO3 (001) sub-

strate (NGO) by pulsed laser deposition. The substrate is annealed at ∼ 700◦C

for an hour prior to growth. The film is then grown at ∼ 800◦C with an oxy-

gen pressure of ∼16Pa. The sample is post-annealed in situ in oxygen at a

pressure of ∼60kPa for one hour at ∼ 700◦C to ensure the correct oxygen sto-

ichiometry. After being annealed, the sample is cooled to room temperature

at ∼ 10◦C/min.

7.2 Magnetic Measurement and Phase Transition

La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 and NGO (001) both have orthorhombic crystal sym-

metry with similar lattice parameters (Pnma a=5.4434Å, b=7.6830Å, c=5.4537Å

and Pbnm, a=5.4322Å, b=5.5034Å, c=7.7155Å for La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 and NGO,

respectively [93]). Therefore, the expected lattice mismatch for this film is

only ∼ −0.2%. Our collaborators have constructed the phase diagram of

La1−xCaxMnO3 films grown on NGO (001) substrates (0.40 < x < 0.45) and

have found it to be dramatically different from the phase diagram for bulk

material[94].

The film thickness and the crystal orientation have been determined

by X-ray diffraction. The magnetic properties of the film are measured with

a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). The magnetic hysteresis loops at

three different temperatures are shown in Fig. 7.1 (a) after subtracting the

paramagnetic NGO contribution. It has been determined that the film shows
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Figure 7.1: (a) Magnetization-Field(M-H) hysteresis loop at 77K, 100K and
150K measured by VSM. (b) Temperature dependent resistivity (zero field
cooled) and ferromagnetic volume fraction for LCMO film. Permission by
Casey Israel and Neil Mathur.

an uniaxial in-plane easy axis for magnetization along the Pbnm a axis. The

coercive field (HC) is around 180Oe. The ferromagnetic volume fraction in

this film is then calculated to be ∼ 33%, ∼ 17%, ∼ 2% at 77K, 100K and

150K, respectively. There is no measurable ferromagnetic signal above 150K.

The reduced ferromagnetic volume fraction compared to the expected

value is possibly due to a non-magnetic layer at the interface of the film and

substrate, phase separation, or inhomogeneity of oxygen stoichiometry. The

first effect will not contribute a large reduction in this case, because the film is

thick enough to ignore this effect. The latter might be a factor but the most

likely scenario is that phase separation results in such loss of the ferromagnetic

volume fraction. Phase separation at x so deep into ferromagnetic regime has

been reported by different experimental techniques [86]; thus, it is not surpris-
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ing there is phase coexistence in this La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 thin film. However,

this should be confirmed by other techniques such as SFM.

Fig. 7.1 (b) shows the temperature dependent resistivity data when

the sample is zero field cooled (ZFC). The sample clearly shows ferromagnetic

metal-paramagnetic insulator transition (FMM-PMI) around 150K. The tran-

sition temperature is much lower than the bulk transition (> 250K). Since

the ferromagnetic volume fraction is significantly reduced in the film, the re-

sistivity is higher and hence the FMM-PMI transition is suppressed to lower

temperature as expected in the simple DE picture.

7.3 Low Field Magnetoresistance

After ZFC, a MR measurement is performed with the magnetic field

and the current path along the easy axis. The resistance change with respect

to the resistance value in the remanent state is plotted in Fig. 7.2. The initial

curve from ZFC to HC shows the highest resistance in the MR loop, suggesting

maximum randomness of magnetization in the FMM regions after ZFC. The

resistance decreases quickly around ±HC due to the spin alignment with the

external field. This indicates a collective magnetic reversal within FMM phase

associated with the M-H loop.

The linear variation in resistance observed in the MR loop can be ex-

plained by the effect of thermal fluctuations. At higher temperatures, ther-

mal fluctuation is strong enough to disturb the spin alignment by the applied

magnetic field and the exchange interaction. Resistance keeps decreasing at
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Figure 7.2: MR curve of LCMO film at 78K

H> HC is due to better spin alignment when thermal fluctuation is less effec-

tive in large magnetic field. As the magnetic field reduces toward to zero, the

thermal fluctuation plays a larger role when the magnetic field does not affect

the magnetization, as seen in M-H loop.

7.4 Results of Magnetic Field Dependent MFM

Prior to performing MFM scanning on the La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 film, the

MFM tip has to be checked to ensure that there will be no change in its

magnetization from the same magnetic field we plan to apply to the sample.
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A hard drive sample with HC higher than 1000 Oe is examined with the same

MFM tip and with the magnetic field along the same direction that will be

applied to the manganite film. The MFM images on the hard drive sample are

taken at H=0, ±200Oe and H=0 after applying ∼ ±376Oe for a few seconds.

The latter is to simulate the field used to create the remanent state of the film.

We did not find any noticeable difference between MFM images, suggesting the

tip magnetization remains the same after being exposed to the same magnetic

history that the film will experience.

For magnetic mapping the La0.60Ca0.40MnO3 thin film, a series of MFM

images was taken at 78K after ZFC. The results are shown in Fig. 7.3. The

magnetic field is applied along the easy axis during imaging. The red arrow

represents the easy axis and Pbnm a axis. The MFM image after ZFC shows a

few isolated regions with strong contrast. Notably, the area with strong bright

contrast quickly vanishes with increasing magnetic field from 0 Oe to 57 Oe

while the features with dark contrast streak across the surface along the easy

axis. This is an indication of magnetic domains being modified by the tip stray

field. This can be also supported by the fact that the MFM contrast does not

change after applying H∼ 155 Oe, suggesting that the sum of the external field

and the tip stray field has been over HC of FMM phase. Therefore, all the

ferromagnetic domains have been aligned with the field and no visible change

can be observed in MFM from H = 76 Oe up to H = 155 Oe and down to the

remanent state. The magnetization response at such low magnetic field in the

PMI phase is too small and beyond the reach of MFM sensitivity.
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Figure 7.3: Field dependent MFM images of LCMO film at 78K. The scan
size is 10µm ×10µm. The red arrow indicates the applied field and easy axis
direction.
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The MFM contrast at remanence is weaker but shows a greater number

of smaller features compared to the ZFC state. Compared with the few strong

isolated features seen in the MFM image after ZFC, this might seem contra-

dictory to the MR measurement. In fact, it can be explained qualitatively by

the coexistence of FMM-PMI phases, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4. Anti-parallel

ferromagnetic domains are separated by PMI regions in Fig. 7.4 (a). This

represents the ZFC state with a much higher resistance. When the length

scale of the PMI regions is small and close to the MFM lateral resolution, the

sum of magnetic field flux from neighboring domains generates a higher field

gradient and yields a large number of small features with lower contrast.

m m

φ�φ�(a)                                                   (b)

Hsat

Figure 7.4: Illustration for MFM contrast in the (a) ZFC and (b) remanent
states. The blue and black arrows indicate the magnetization for tip and
ferromagnetic region of the sample, respectively.

Fig .7.4 (b) shows all magnetic domains are aligned after applying

H=HS, resulting in the lowest resistance and revealing a weaker contrast with

a shorter periodicity. Thus, we only seen fewer features with stronger contrast
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in the MFM image after ZFC even though the number of domains is the same

as in the remanent state. Based on the MFM result at remanence, the length

scale of PMI regions is estimated to be less 100nm.

A similar magnetic switching behavior can also be seen by MFM when

the field increases from the magnetic remanent state to H∼ −153Oe. This

”collective” switching agrees with the MR measurement. In addition, the

MFM images at the two remanent states show a completely opposite contrast,

which proves the magnetic reversal of the FMM phases. From dark contrast

in MFM image at 42, 57, -84 and -92 Oe, it seems the spatial distribution of

FMM phase might be linked to the magnetic easy axis, which is also the Pbnm

a axis of NGO.

7.5 Results of C-AFM

To verify the MFM result, C-AFM was implemented to investigate the

local electrical conductance. For C-AFM, a DC bias voltage is applied to the

sample and the tip is grounded. The current between tip and surface depends

on the local conductance and therefore we are able to distinguish FMM and

PMI phases. Since we estimate that the PMI length scale is about 100nm,

the scan size for C-AFM is only 3µm for 512 pixels ×512 pixels so that the

space between image pixels is sufficient. The current is measured by an I-V

converter with gain of 106 and converted to conductance afterwards.
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Figure 7.5: Conductance map of LCMO the film by C-AFM at 78K with
+0.75V bias voltage on the sample. The red arrow indicates the easy axis. (a)
3µm ×3µm. (b) zoom-in of the center 1µm ×1µm area in (a).

Fig. 7.5 (a) shows the conductance map taken at 78K with +0.75V

bias voltage on the sample. The regions with high and low conductance are

identified to be the FMM and PMI phase, respectively. The spatial distribution

of the FMM phases is clearly seen from the zoom-in image in Fig. 7.5 (b),

showing alignment with both the magnetic easy axis and the crystalline Pbnm

a axis. This observation supports our conclusion in MFM study.

7.6 Discussion and Summary

In summary, we investigated the magnetic properties of a La0.60Ca0.40MnO3

thin film and showed that phase separation exists in this sample. It is found

that the inhomogeneous FMM phase is spatially aligned with magnetic easy

axis and crystalline Pbnm a axis. The fact that the uniaxial magnetic easy
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axis is aligned with crystalline Pbnm a axis should be due to magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy, rather than the strain, since the lattice mismatch is only

−0.2%. A similar finding, without imaging, has been also reported in a 72nm

La0.70Ca0.30MnO3 film on the same substrate [95].

The true mechanism that causes the spatial distribution of FMM phases

to be aligned with the easy axis and the Pbnm a axis is not clear yet. One

possibility is related to the substrate-induced paramagnetic regions or ”dead

layer”. It has been reported there could be paramagnetic dead layers at the

interface during the initial growth or even on surface [96], [97]. During growth,

the FMM phases would slowly cover these inhomogeneous paramagnetic re-

gions with increasing thickness. Such effect could be more concentrated near

grain boundaries where the growth islands meet[96] and consequently there

will be some paramagnetic regions exposed on the surface when there is not

enough FMM phase to cover them. Such spatial inhomogeneity is reminiscent

of phase separation. However, the thickness of this film is 55nm, much higher

than those films in [96] and [97]. We also did not observe any evidence of

grain boundaries in this film. Therefore, we should be able to rule out this

possibility.

Strain can play an important role here. It could possibly affect the

homogeneity of the doping level in the Mn sites and thus cause FMM phases

spatially to be distributed along the crystalline axes. Although it is not clear

yet in our study, strain indeed breaks the symmetry in a thin film and thus it is

not surprising to see the anisotropic distribution of phase separation. Further
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study on the same system with different film thickness, doping level and sub-

strates should be helpful to understand the true cause of spatial distribution

of coexisting phases and to find a new way to exploit phase-separated CMR

thin films in future applications.
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Appendix 1

Circuits of Home-built Electronics

1.0.1 Current Source for Laser Diode

Figure 1.1: Circuit diagram of Voltage Control Current Source.

The design in Fig. 1.1 is originated from the application note [98] from

Texas Instrument. The modified Howland current source provides an easy
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method to adjust the output current. The long term stability is done by using

components with low temperature coefficient and precision. The circuit also

has a I-V converter to monitor the laser output power and a current sens-

ing resistor with INA128 to monitor the current output. A transient voltage

suppressor diode SLVU2.8 is used to protect the laser diode.

1.0.2 Photodiode Preamplifier

Figure 1.2: Circuit diagram of Photodiode Preamplifier.

Photodiode preamplifier is basically a I-V converter. The detail of

design consideration about bandwidth and noise can be found in [99]. The

performance of this circuit will be optimized if PCB layout is properly done
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and care is taken. The detail about layout can be referred to the datasheet of

OPA627. The second stage is a buffer with gain= 1 but R4 can be replaced

with higher resistance if larger gain is needed.

1.0.3 Active Low Pass Filter

Figure 1.3: Circuit diagram of Active Low Pass Filter. The cut-off frequency
is at 200kHz.

This low pass filter is a second order Butterworth design. The design

is carried out by using FilterPro from Texas Instrument. It provides a flat

pass-band magnitude response and very steep attenuation.

1.0.4 PI Controller for Fiber Piezo

The circuit provides PI feedback to lock DC part of deflection at center

of fringes. The feedback signal is fed into PA08V hihg voltage amplifier so

that it can cover the operation range (−15V 125V) of fiber piezostack.
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Figure 1.4: Circuit diagram of PI Controller for Fiber Piezo.
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1.0.5 Sawtooth Generator for Z Positioner

The following assembly code is the program of generating sawtooth(up

and down) for microcontroller. The compiler can be download from Mi-

crochip.com for free. The programmer circuit and WinPicProg software can

be found at http://www.winpicprog.co.uk/.

;==Header Section==

processor 16F84A

include <P16F84A.INC>

;===Equate Section==

TEMP equ 0x1C

COUNTER equ 0x1D

DELAY COUNT equ 0x1E

COMPARE equ 0x1F

;===Vector Section==

org 0x00

goto Main

;===Initialization==

init

BSF STATUS,RP0

MOVLW 0xFF

MOVWF TRISA
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movlw 0x00

;==0xFF for down ramp.==

movwf TRISB

BCF STATUS,RP0

CLRF PORTB

MOVLW 0x00

MOVWF COUNTER

CLRF DELAY COUNT

MOVLW b’01111’

MOVWF COMPARE

return

;===Delay==

delay

movf DELAY COUNT,W

movwf TEMP

delay loop

NOP

decfsz TEMP,F

goto delay loop

Return

;===One Ramp==

one ramp

MOVF COUNTER,W
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MOVWF PORTB

CALL delay

INCFSZ COUNTER,F

;==DECFSZ for down ramp==

GOTO one ramp

CLRF PORTB

Return

;===Main==

Main

call init

WAIT BTFSS PORTA,4

goto WAIT

repeat

MOVF PORTA,W

ANDWF COMPARE,W

MOVWF DELAY COUNT

INCF DELAY COUNT,F

call one ramp

BTFSS PORTA,4

goto WAIT

goto repeat

End
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Figure 1.5: Circuit diagram of Sawtooth Generator. The output waveform is
fed into the driver circuit in Fig. 1.6
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Figure 1.6: Circuit diagram of Sawtooth Driver for Z Positioner.
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1.0.6 High Voltage DC Power Supply

Figure 1.7: High Voltage DC Power Supply

This power supply is meant to provide an economical high DC voltage

with maximum 700mA to power amplifier in Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.6. The value

of R2 determines the output voltage(125V maximum) and it can be found in

the datasheet of TL783 by Texas Instrument. The regulator generates large

amount of heat; hence, it has to be properly mounted on a heatsink with

cooling fan to prevent TL783 from overheating. R3 and F3 are included in

a thermal varistor (LittleFuse Inc.) to provide the surge protection for the

regulator.

1.0.7 Circuit for Tip Bias

This circuit idea originates from the datasheet of REF102, Texas Instru-

ment to provide the bias voltage to the tip during MFM or EFM measurement.

The output voltage ranges from +10V to −10V.
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Figure 1.8: Circuit of Applying ±10V Bias to the tip

1.0.8 Switching Circuit for KPFM

This circuit changes the voltage applied to the tip during KPFM mea-

surement. The whole sequence will be initialized by EOF pulse from Nanoscope.

Once the EOF pulse is sensed, the analog switches DG419 grounds the tip and

turns off the feedback for KPFM during tapping mode scan. In the end of to-

pography scan, Nanoscope controller sends out an EOL pulse. EOL will turn

on both DG419 to enable KPFM feedback and to allow the voltage to be

applied to the tip.
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Figure 1.9: Circuit diagram of Tip Bias Switch Box for KPFM.

1.0.9 Analog Temperature Controller

This analog PI controller provides temperature control for the sample

stage. The current source in Fig. 1.11 connects to Cernox and the voltage is

measured at input of INA128 in Fig. 1.10. The feedback signal is buffered

by BUF634 with maximum 250mA output current and drives the heaters on

the sample holder. This circuit can also be used as genetic feedback controller

with high current output.
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Figure 1.10: Circuit diagram of Analog Temperature Controller.
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Figure 1.11: DC Current Source for Analog Temperature Controller. The
design is based on the datasheet of REF200 by Texas Instrument
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